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ABSTRACT
The present document reports the observations and analyses made at the University of
Lausanne (UNIL) on the point cloud datasets from the test deposition holes of the
ONKALO facility (Olkiluoto, Finland). This study has revealed that an artificial
distortion due to the acquisition procedure affects part of the data (up to 6 mm shift).
This distortion occurs when the incidence angle gets too high and recommendations are
proposed to avoid it during future acquisitions. Another issue is the influence of the
surface condition on range measurement, i.e. wet versus dry, or dark versus light
colored. No obvious ground deformation was observed on the data provided for this
study. But, because of the distortion mentioned previously, a quite important amplitude
deformation would be required to be detected in some parts of the holes on the present
data. We think that changing slightly the scanning strategy in the field for future
acquisitions should make possible to detect sub-mm deformations.
Keywords: Deformation analysis, Terrestrial laser scanning, Feasibility, Deposition
holes.

TESTILOPPUSIJOITUSREIKIEN PISTEPILVIAINEISTON SOVELTUVUUDEN
ARVIOINTI MUODONMUUTOSANALYYSEIHIN
TIIVISTELMÄ
Tässä raportissa esitellään Lausannen yliopiston (UNIL) havainnot ja analyysit
Olkiluodon ONKALO-tunnelin testiloppusijoitusreikien pistepilviaineistosta. Tutkimus
osoittaa, että nykyinen mittausstrategia aiheuttaa keinotekoisen vääristymän osaan
pistepilviaineistosta (aina 6 mm siirtymään asti). Vääristymä muodostuu, kun
keilauksen aikana lasersäteen tulokulma reiän seinämään on liian loiva ja tämän vuoksi
tässä raportissa annetaankin suosituksia mittausstrategian muuttamiseksi. Lisäksi
ongelmia pistepilviaineiston laatuun aiheuttavat reiän pinnan olosuhteet, kuten kuiva vs.
märkä pinta tai tumma vs. vaalea pinta. Pistepilviaineiston analyysin perusteella
loppusijoitusrei'issä ei havaittu selkeitä muodonmuutoksia. Aikaisemmin mainitun
vääristymän johdosta muodonmuutoksen tulisi olla kuitenkin suurudeltaan merkittävä,
jotta se pystyttäisiin havaitsemaan olemassa olevan pistepilviaineiston perusteella.
Muuttamalla jatkossa mittausstrategiaa, alle mm-luokkaa olevien muodonmuutosten
havaitsemisen pitäisi olla kuitenkin mahdollista.
Asiasanat: Muodonmuutosanalyysi, maalaserkeilaus, soveltuvuus, loppusijoitusreikä.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this study is to assess the potential of laser scanning technologies (Lidar) to
detect and monitor the deformation in deposition holes. In order to observe any possible
deformation, laser scans (point cloud data) acquired at different epochs are compared.
POSIVA provided to UNIL Lidar data, acquired by an external contractor, for two
holes (ONK-EH7 and ONK-EH8). Each hole has a diameter of around 1.78 m and is
about 8 m deep (Figure 1). Each hole was scanned at two different epochs (1st and 2nd
acquisitions, 25 January 2012 and 19 June 2012 respectively). Each temporal
acquisition is actually composed of several distinct point clouds (3 to 6) and each of
these point clouds have been acquired from a different position. Two versions of data
were provided for each temporal acquisition, cleaned and uncleaned, except for ONKEH8 second temporal acquisition (only uncleaned). Uncleaned data are raw data
georeferenced. Cleaned data are merged uncleaned data from same temporal acquisition
then cleaned1 and divided in three new point clouds. For reasons explained later, only
uncleaned data (raw) were useful for this study purpose.
The strategy used for this study is based on the main following steps: 1) Data quality
check, 2) Control of the geometry of single scans, 3) Comparison of pairs of scans for
deformation analysis. All the processing has been done at University of Lausanne
(UNIL) with Innovmetric PolyWorks v.12 software and homemade tools developed for
point cloud data processing (libraries developed in MATLAB 2012).

Figure 1. Global view of the scanned area with the two deposition holes ONK-EH8
(left) and ONK-EH7 (right) and the demonstration tunnel at the top.
1

Cleaning is a general term in point cloud processing which means that non-necessary points (here
tunnel, targets, cables) or aberrant points (artefacts) are removed automatically or manually in order to
keep only points of interest.
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STRATEGY USED

The strategy used is the one described in the offer and presented in Figure 2. It has been
applied to data from both holes, ONK-EH7 and ONK-EH8.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the strategy used for the study.
To sum up the main outcomes, it appeared during Parts 1 and 2 of Figure 2 (data quality
and geometry checking) that the data are affected by a range measurement error because
of a non-optimal geometry of acquisition in the field. This has for consequences that
parts of the point cloud data have been distorted. These distortions impede strongly the
Part 3 of the procedure (comparisons of scans acquired at different times), as they can
generate fake deformations of about 1 cm. Then, in Part 4 (validation), we propose
modifications to the acquisition procedure in order to avoid these distortions and
improve the detection of possible ground deformations.
Results are described in details in Chapters 4 and 5 of this report, and propositions given
in Chapter 6.
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PROCESSING METHODS

Point cloud processing techniques and algorithms used in this study are indicated in this
chapter.
3.1

For cylindricity characterization

In order to check point dispersion and how the actual borehole geometry deviates from a
theoretical cylinder shape, cylindricity tests were done using best fit cylinder alignment
function in PolyWorks v.12. The procedure was as follow (Figure 3):
1. We imported each uncleaned point cloud with their respective scanner position
and orientation.
2. In order to avoid a distortion effect described hereafter, only data with incidence
angle lower than 45° were selected (see Chapter 4.6).
3. Cylinders were fitted on each selected sets of data in order, to check the
dispersion of the points around the best-fitted cylinder, and to check the overall
geometry.

Figure 3. Example of analysis done by comparing one uncleaned scan with a
theoretical (cylinder) shape. Processing: (A) raw point cloud, (B) selected low
incidence angle data used as reference for the fitting and (C) distances between points
and the best-fitted cylinder. The top of the hole is on the right. The cylinder is fitted
only on the low incidence angle part (black square). Out of the low incidence angle
areas, two problems of data quality are visible: 1) the point cloud deviates strongly
from the cylinder (up to 6mm); 2) the point cloud is like cut in two parts longitudinally.
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3.2

For registration

In point cloud processing, the terms alignment or registration are used to describe the
step of aligning (matching and fitting) two or more scans, usually in a relative
referential system, in order to reduce the shadowing and increase the point density. It is
also used to compare data sets from different epochs. The quality of the registration of a
scan with another one is critical for any deformation analysis.
We controlled the registration for each group of raw data from each borehole and for the
two acquisition epochs separately. The procedure was performed using a point-tosurface registration algorithm in PolyWorks v.12 ImInspect module:
1. We selected one scan as reference. The scan used as reference was chosen as the
one having the largest overlap with the other scan(s) of interest.
2. We converted the reference scan point cloud into a mesh to serve as reference
surface.
3. A best-fit alignment method called Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (Besl
and McKay, 1992) is then used to align the other scans on the reference one.
This alignment method consists of Point-to-surface registration that minimizes
by iteration the mean Euclidean distance between points and the reference
surface.
4. Once the registration applied, a Point-to-Point shortest distance calculation is
computed to check the quality of the registration.
3.3

For analysis deformation

Once all datasets (for ONK-EH7 and ONK-EH8) are well co-registered, deformation
analysis was done first on ONK-EH7, and then on ONK-EH8 to validate the procedure.
That was done using PolyWorks v.12 ImInspect module (Figure 4):
1. Conversion of all the co-registered scans of the first time step into a reference
mesh.
2. Shortest distance point-to-surface calculation of the second acquisition
registered point clouds relatively to reference mesh.
3. Computation of the image of differences between the two acquisitions.
4. Other distance comparison algorithms were also tested in Matlab (like point-topoint ones), but the shortest distance point-to-surface appears to be the most
efficient for deformation analysis.
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Figure 4. Example of image showing the differences between point positions between
the two acquisition epochs for the hole ONK-EH7 with visualization threshold of ±6 mm
with back-scattered intensity and joints in transparency.
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4

DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT

The main goal of this data quality check is to detect any artifact (or “pathology”) due to
instrumental reasons, acquisition or pre-processing problems (“pre-processing” refers
here to all the treatments done prior the delivery of data to UNIL).
Before to start, we would like to define two terms frequently used hereafter:
1. Range: the distance between the sensor (the Lidar) and the observed surface.
2. Incidence angle: the angle between the laser beam direction and the normal to
the observed surface. When the Lidar is shooting perpendicularly to the surface,
then the incidence angle is 0°. The more parallel is the beam to the surface, the
higher is the incidence angle.
4.1

Data format

Raw data were provided in two different formats, a constructor based format for Z+F
scanner (*.zf) and ascii format (*.asc). For most of the point clouds, the ASCII files
contain in addition the color (RGB) or the intensity (0-255) information for each point.
As the full set of data is available in ascii format, and that these files are easier to handle
than the *.zf ones, the processing at UNIL was done with the *.asc files. In addition two
versions of the data were provided for most of the acquisitions, uncleaned and cleaned
(not complete). In the cleaned version, point clouds taking from different device
locations have been merged together. As we will see later, we observed some distortions
of the point clouds and merging them produces a mixture of good and bad
measurements, impeding any further processing. Then, after having tested the different
formats and versions of data, it was decided to use only the uncleaned ascii data, which
covers the full range of acquisitions. These uncleaned raw data have been manually
cleaned by us prior any analysis to have optimal data.
4.2

Acquisition parameters

The laser scanning data were acquired with a Z+F Imager 50006i scanner device. This
scanner can provide 3D point cloud data in a 360° horizontal and 310° vertical window.
It has a beam divergence of 0.22 mrad making a footprint of 3 mm at 1 m range (for an
incidence angle = 0°). The device specifications indicate an error on the range of
≤0.2 mm at 10 m. The range noise at 10 m is specified as:
> Reflectivity 10% (black):
1.2 mm rms
> Reflectivity 20% (dark grey): 0.7 mm rms
> Reflectivity 100% (white):
0.4 mm rms
These specifications, extracted form Z+F technical note (www.zf-laser.com), give
useful information to understand the error on the data and to estimate the final
measurement error.
The different scans have been acquired with a local average point density up to 200
pts/cm2.
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At each acquisition, the Lidar was placed in three locations in order to cover the full
hole (except the 2nd acquisition of hole ONK-EH8 where 5 locations were used). Figure
5A & B is an example of the vertical and horizontal locations of the Lidar during the
data acquisition. It appears that the device was not perfectly centered in the hole and
slightly tilted relatively to the axis of the cylinder. That does not have any apparent
effect for low incidence angle (small ranges). But for incidence angle over 60° an
artifact appears in the data. It is like if the cylinder of the hole is vertically cut in two
pieces that do not fit (6 mm horizontal discrepancy) (Figure 6). This effect is visible on
Figure 5C, for incidence angle over 80°.

Figure 5 A. section of the gallery and a hole, with the successive locations of the Lidar
(red points) and the areas covered (in grey). B: vertical view showing that the Lidar
location (blue point) is not centered in the cylinder of the hole. C: sketch showing how
the points distribution gets oblique with increasing incidence angle and the appearance
of an artifact for high incidence angle.

Figure 6. View from the top illustrating the discrepancy that occurs when the incidence
angle is high. The cylinder is “cut” in two parts that do not fit together.
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4.3

Pre-processing techniques (registration)

The data have been provided by Posiva Oy already georeferenced, with the Z+F
Controller software. According to the acquisition report, the scanner position had been
georeferenced and the absolute position calculated for each point (coordinate system:
KKJ Finland zone 1) independently for each scan. Also according to the acquisition
report a standard deviation on the absolute georeferencing is between 0.4 and 1.1 mm
for all scans.
When working on ground deformation, absolute coordinates are not as important. It is
possible to compare different scan with another in a relative system of reference. Thus,
a test was done to check if it would be possible to reduce the point location errors due to
georeferencing. The ONK-7 1st acquisition is composed of three point clouds.
According to the acquisition report, each point cloud was first georeferenced and then
merged. For the test, we kept only one point cloud georeferenced and registered the two
others on it by a method called Point-to-surface Iterative Closest Point algorithm in
PolyWorks. Then the registered point clouds were compared with the georeferenced
data provided. As results, point location differences between the provided georeferenced
dataset and the newly registered data are very small (σ=±0. 03 mm).
Other tests have been done to compare the georeferencing of a point cloud acquired in
January with a point cloud from June, on half-cylinders with incidence angle less than
45° to avoid any distortion. As results we obtain a point location differences of
σ=±0.1 mm.
The georeferencing provided with the data seems very good (at least in parts of the
point clouds with low incidence angle, Figure 9). A registration based on point cloud
geometry does not improve significantly the positioning of the data. This registration
could potentially be improved using both the geometry and the intensity information of
the point clouds (by pattern matching for instance).
4.4

Detection of point outliers

Sometimes outlier points (completely aberrant points) may appear in laser scanning
data. Some point outliers have been found in the raw data like 4 lines of points at around
10 cm along and parallel to the holes. These points have been removed manually during
cleaning operation.
4.5

Detection of stripping effect

Stripping is also a quite common artifact in laser scanning data. Affected zones can be
identified because they show a shift that follows patterns specific to the acquisition
geometry. No stripping effect was detected in the data provided.
4.6

Other “pathologies”

Three issues were identified in the datasets provided: a) influence of the surface
condition, wet or dry, on the range measurement, b) influence of the rock color on the
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range measurement, c) influence of incidence angle on the range measurement
(distortion effect).
a) At the top of the hole, some parts of the walls were wet during the first
acquisition (January). The range appears longer on these wet areas than on
adjacent dry areas. This range difference can reach up to 3 mm (Figure 7). We
are confident that this is an artifact of acquisition because in the data of the
second acquisition (June), the walls are dry and this effect has disappeared.

Figure 7. Left: Dry versus wet areas in a January scan (wet areas are darker). Right:
Effect on range measurement of wet surface in an area with low incidence angle. Water
on the rock surface increases the range up to 3mm close to scanner.
b) Another issue is that the rock surface color seems to influence the range
measurement. Dark areas are closer to the device (i.e. have smaller ranges) than
light colored ones. Shifts up to 4 mm are visible between two adjacent areas
(Figure 8). We suspect this effect to be also an artifact of acquisition, but that
should be checked in the field.
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Figure 8. Left: Range shift due to rock surface color on a scan area with low incidence
angle. Right: same area with intensity corresponding to different lithologies.
c) The main issue in the dataset provided is a distortion of the point cloud for high
incidence angle (over 55°). When the laser beam is not “perpendicular enough”
to the rock wall, the range is underestimated. It makes a distortion of the point
cloud, transforming a cylinder into an “arch”. This effect increases drastically
for high incidence angle, “deforming” the cylinder walls up to 6 mm (Figure 9
and Figure 10). According to previous research, this effect is not linear but
increases exponentially in function of the cosine of the incidence angle and the
range (Soudarissanane et al. 2011) (Figure 11 and Figure 12). This distortion
effects has to be combined with wet-dry surface and rock color effects.

Figure 9. (Left) In dark grey, areas of low incidence angle (<45°) and in light grey
areas with high incidence angle. (Right) Sketch of the distortion effect (blue line)
induced by high incidence angle.
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In order to fix this issue, we propose to use only data with low incidence angles (<45°).
But then it requires more than three device positions to scan the entire hole (see Chapter
7). The range dispersion close to the scanner (incidence angle less than ±45° up and
down the scanner) is about ±0.2 mm.

Figure 10. Incidence angle versus deviation of points to a fitted cylinder surface for the
upper scan position (absolute values in meters).
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Figure 11. Distortion in percent of range as function of incidence angle for same points
as Figure 10 to a fitted cylinder surface for the upper scan position.

Figure 12. Plot of theoretical distortion in percent of range as function of incidence
angle.
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5

RESULTS

5.1

Geometry check

Taking into account the previous identified issues, a control of the geometry has been
done. This step aims to understand how the actual borehole geometry deviates from the
theoretical cylinder shape. Each single scan has been matched to various cylindrical
shapes and circular sections aiming to identify the zones of deformation. This is
important because pairs of scans will be compared in the next step and that requires
selecting zones of zero deformation to serve as references. The processing was done
using a point-to-surface shortest distance comparison algorithm.
5.1.1

Cylindricity test

Because of the distortion mentioned before, it was not possible to test the cylindricity on
an entire hole in one shot (which was our initial plan). Then cylindricity tests were
carried out on segments of raw data. To minimize the problems related to incidence
angle, the raw data were segmented in section of incidence angles ranging between 45°
up and 45° down. Then, using a best-fit alignment a cylinder was fit on each of these
segments.
This test shows that all the cylinders fitted on the different segments of the data have the
same radius and are co-axial. This tends to demonstrate that the boreholes are not
affected by any strong deformation or shear. But only sections of the boreholes where
data with low incidence angle are available were considered. As these sections represent
only a small part of the whole borehole (max 50 %), we cannot exclude that a
deformation occurred in other part of the hole (Figure 13). Radius, and axis orientation
of these different cylinders are in the Table 1 (the names of scans refer to datasets
names provided by Posiva):
Table 1. Summary of the main results of cylindricity test.
ONK-EH 7
scan/time
Epoch 1
s1
s2
s3
Epoch 2
S2
S3
S5

ONK-EH 8
radius
(m)

axis
deviation

0.8874
0.8868
0.8883

0.57°
0.03°
0.12°

scan /time
Epoch 1
1
2
3

radius
(m)

axis
deviation

0.8856
0.8882
0.8858

0.23°
0.10°
0.14°

0.8853
0.8856
0.8854
0.8877
0.8852

0.30°
0.17°
0.19°
0.16°
0.22°

Epoch 2
0.8871
0.8897
0.8882

0.66°
0.80°
0.32°

1
2
3
4
6

The shifts between the horizontal axis positions of the cylinders are less than: 0.8 mm.
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Figure 13. Three overlaid cylinders from segmented data of one temporal acquisition.
Each color correspond to a different fitted cylinder.
The dispersion of the points along circular sections has been investigated using the
cylinders of the previous tests, measuring points to cylinder distances. Standard
deviations of these distances for each section of each acquisition time are (the names of
scans refer to datasets names provided by Posiva):

Table 2. Summary of all points dispersion on cylindricity test and standard deviation to
the cylinder.
ONK-EH 7
scan/time
Epoch 1
s1
s2
s3
Epoch 2
S2
S3
S5



ONK-EH 8
Std. dev. (mm)
2.50
1.50
2.10

2.22
1.82
1.95

scan/time
Epoch 1
1
2
3
Epoch 2
1
2
3
4
6

Std. dev. (mm)
2.92
1.70
1.37

1.80
1.87
1.31
1.11
1.13

This dispersion of the points around the fitted cylinders is mainly due to the
roughness of rock walls (Table 2). This rock surface roughness is mostly formed
by horizontal stripes (kind of small furrows) made during the drilling of the hole
(Figure 14):
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Figure 14. Horizontal stripes due to the drilling producing surface roughness (the
image is rotated of 90°, with the top of the hole on the right side of the image).


Some cracks are also visible on images of distance differences between point
cloud and cylinder (in blue in Figure 15). In these crack zones the range is
longer than the distance to cylinder surface. They can be also easily correlated
with geological observation on intensity images.

Figure 15. Cylinder – point cloud distance image: cracks (negative relief in the wall)
are highlighted in blue because they are out of the cylinder (the image is rotated of
90°).
5.1.2

Section circularity tests:

A second test was done to check the circularity of the borehole, in order to check if any
radial or non- radial deformation could be suspected (Figure 16):
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Figure 16. Different type of deformation in tunnels (modified from Stiros &
Kontogianni, 2009).
We cut all the low incidence angles sections into slices of 0.4 mm height each 10 cm
along Z axis and fitted a circle on them (Figure 17). We extracted some information as
radius, circle center position according to a plane perpendicular to Z axis (Table 3).
Table 3. Summary of the main results of circularity test.
ONK-EH 7

ONK-EH 8

Epoch 1
Mean radius
σ

0.8875 m
0.0010 m

Epoch 1
Mean radius
σ

0.8853 m
0.0003 m

Epoch 2
Mean radius
σ

0.8877 m
0.0009 m

Epoch 2
Mean radius
σ

0.8854 m
0.0003 m

The horizontal shift between the positions of the circle centers is around 2.5 mm with no
preferential direction (Appendix 1 and 2).
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Y axis in meters

742,360

742,355

742,350

742,345

742,340

742,335
184,474

184,476

184,478

184,480

184,482

184,484

X axis in meters

Figure 17. Example of circularity test made on ONK-EH8 segmented scan every 10 cm.
The position of the center of every fitted circle (black round) from top to bottom (red blue) the mean position (black square) in meters.
Radius measurements, circle center positions are very stable and no ellipticity of the
sections is observed. Then, roughness, cracks and surface conditions appears to be main
causes of data points dispersion and no deformation is suspected with these tests (on
these low incidence angles sections).
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5.2

Analysis of the deformation

The analysis of the deformation between two consecutive acquisitions (January and
June 2012) was done using PolyWorks ImInspect module to provide information about
the potential displacements, rates of deformation and spalling (stone fall) in between
two acquisitions.
The data used for deformation analysis are all raw (uncleaned) low incidence data. The
scans of one acquisition epoch are merged together and compared to scans of the second
epoch. This precise analysis is in some places affected by a wet surface effect on the
first epoch acquisition and the rock color (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Image of differences between June and January 2012 acquisitions for ONKEH7 on 45° segmented data. A visualization threshold of ±1 mm has been place here to
illustrating the differences. The zoom-in shows a false deformation related to wet-dry
effect at different epochs.
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We also carried out a deformation analysis on merged scans of the entire holes (with
high incidence angles data included) in order to check if an important deformations
affecting the entire hole could be detected. In Figure 19, to mask fake deformation due
to the distortion (see Chapter 4.6), a tolerance threshold up to ± 6 mm is used. But like
that, potential true deformations, lower than this threshold, are also hidden.

Figure 19. Image of differences between June and January 2012 acquisitions for ONKEH7 on all data. A visualization threshold of ±6 mm has been place here to illustrating
the differences. The threshold was defined to avoid visualization of distortion inducing
wrong interpretation. The back-scattered intensity and joints appear in transparency.

No significant difference has been detected in ONK-EH8, but some differences
appeared on the ONK-EH7 image (in yellow-orange colors). These differences
correspond to relative surface shifts of max 1 cm. They could be due to rock color or
surface condition artifacts (indicated as 2 in Figure 19), or to the displacement of small
blocks (indicated as 1 in Figure 19) close to a crack intersection, and may be precursory
signs of spalling.
Our first conclusion is that no significant deformation affecting the holes has occurred
in between January and June 2012 acquisitions (within the limitations due to the
distortion of the data).
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5.3

Displacement of discrete parts

As we have not seen any significant discrete deformation, we have not applied any
algorithm for the quantification of discrete displacement.
5.4

Spalling (stones detached from the wall) volume estimation

The detection spalling between two consecutive time series was done using PolyWorks
ImInspect module, with the aim to quantify the number and volumes of spalling (felt
stones) in between two acquisitions. No major spalling was detected between the two
epochs on overlapping part with incidence angle less than 45° for all acquisitions.
5.5

Geological interpretation

Based on the comparisons between the Lidar data of the two campaigns of acquisitions,
we conclude that no significant deformation of the boreholes could be detected. Only in
one location of ONK-EH7, some small displacements of the rock surface are suspected
at the intersection between cracks. For the rest of observed differences, they result more
probably to differences in the quality or the spatial resolutions of the scans, or to the
surface conditions. A precise geological mapping could be made with Lidar data in the
boreholes. For instance two different faults orientations are visible in ONK-EH7 (dip/
dip direction: 62/060 light blue, 60/075 green and 75/270 dark blue in Figure 20); for
the hole ONK-EH8 the mean orientation of the foliation is 45/280.

Figure 20. Location and orientation of cracks in ONK-EH7.
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6

PROPOSITIONS FOR POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS AND FUTURE
WORKS

The main problem encountered in this work is the distortion of the point cloud for high
incidence angles. It has for consequences to limit the exploitation of the datasets and to
impede the testing of the limits of the proposed methodology. Other issues, such as the
presence of wet surfaces, or the impact of rock colors on range measurement should
also be investigated but seem less important. Nevertheless, we think it should be
possible to overcome the problem of distortion if some recommendations related to data
acquisition are respected. Then the methodology used here can be repeated for other
boreholes and future acquisitions.
Two strategies are considered to solve the problem of high incident angle distortion: a) a
correction of the distortion by post-processing of the data, b) changing slightly the
acquisition strategy in the field.
a) For already acquired scans, a correction procedure may be investigated and
applied to existing data. This correction procedure has to be applied to each
point and will be a function of the incidence angle, but certainly also of the rock
surface properties. For future Lidar acquisition, it seems easier to reduce this
problem by modifying a bit the way the scans are acquired in the field.
b) As explained in Chapter 4.6 the efficient area for accurate analysis is between
±45° of incidence angle of the laser beam. As the diameter of the borehole is
around 1.6 m, placing the Lidar at locations spaced of around twice the devicewall distance (1.5 m) will allow covering the entire hole with an incidence angle
less than 45° (Figure 21). It is possible to acquire a 8 m deep hole with 6
locations, for instance from top to bottom: 0 m → -1.5 m → -3.0 m→ -4.5 m →
-6.0 m → -7.5m. In this case, scanner does not need to be perfectly centered and
co-axial to the borehole axis because the errors induced by the tilt and shift are
also negligible; nevertheless it would be an advantage if particular attention is
paid to this point too.
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Figure 21. Sketch of the ideal scanning procedure to reduce the distortion effect due to
incidence angle.
The quality of georeferencing used is already good enough but should be maintained for
Lidar locations down to the bottom of the hole. UNIL does not have any experience
with the specific hardware (Lidar sensor) used for this project. Then the technical
feasibility of this proposition has to be checked with the contractor in charge of the
scanning.
Thus, to improve scan matching for <1 mm deformation detection new method must be
developed. Up to know the registration of scans is based on the point cloud geometry, or
the georeferencing of the device. We could consider developing a registration procedure
using both point cloud geometry and intensity information. The intensity information
seems of good quality and rock colors contrasted enough to envisage some kind of
pattern matching registration. But as far as we know, these kinds of methods have to be
developed yet for ground-based Lidar data.
In addition, it would be important that the Lidar locations are always the same in
between acquisition epochs. For that, we propose to use permanent anchors to fix the
tripod carrying the device (if technically feasible).
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7

CONCLUSION

This report about feasibility study of using point cloud data from test deposition holes
for deformation analysis has highlighted some issues linked to the acquisition procedure
combined with instrumental errors. These instrumental errors, reducing the accuracy of
the analysis, come from a) the incidence angle between laser device and borehole walls,
2) rock surface properties influencing the intensity and/or shape of the backscattered
signal. It should be possible to reduce the error due to incidence angle (distortion)
changing the acquisition procedure for future acquisitions (and by post-processing for
former acquisitions). The errors related to surface properties (in particular rock color)
have to be confirmed in the field; it may also be real micro-topography due to rock
hardness differences. If this type of error is purely color related, one could investigate
the possibility of a correction based on the intensity.
With the present data, it is not possible to detect with confidence deformations or
spalling (stones detached from the wall) smaller than some mm (which is large
considering the 5 months period monitoring). This does not mean that studying
deformation with higher resolution in deposition holes is impossible. Actually,
considering the instrumental errors (excepted the distortion); we think it should be
possible to detect sub-mm deformations using only low incidence angle data.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Results of Circularity test on ONK-EH7
Epoch 1
X
176.852974
176.852718
176.853064
176.852017
176.853926
176.854306
176.859963
176.859198
176.859594
176.860273
176.86023
176.859642
176.859845
176.860772
176.859814
176.859019
176.860404
176.859645
176.860494
176.859829
176.860226
176.860168
176.86077
176.860446
176.862813
176.862291
176.86297
176.862499
176.863524
176.863348
176.864092
176.86384
176.863022
176.863345
176.86426
176.865722
176.863807
176.864227

Y
Z
748.806504 ‐421.30
748.804297 ‐421.40
748.80545 ‐421.50
748.803589 ‐421.60
748.801253 ‐421.70
748.799057 ‐421.80
748.803908 ‐422.30
748.803088 ‐422.40
748.802383 ‐422.50
748.802181 ‐422.60
748.800586 ‐422.70
748.800602 ‐422.80
748.800506 ‐422.90
748.800638 ‐423.00
748.801399 ‐423.10
748.799467 ‐423.20
748.800524 ‐423.30
748.801586 ‐423.40
748.800098 ‐423.50
748.799774 ‐423.60
748.799094 ‐423.70
748.802015 ‐423.80
748.803828 ‐423.90
748.803934 ‐424.00
748.803467 ‐424.40
748.804795 ‐424.50
748.804391 ‐424.60
748.804615 ‐424.70
748.804012 ‐424.80
748.805397 ‐424.90
748.805007 ‐425.00
748.803856 ‐425.10
748.803923 ‐425.20
748.804567 ‐425.30
748.802929 ‐425.40
748.801883 ‐425.50
748.801774 ‐425.60
748.800182 ‐425.70

Radius
0.886243
0.887157
0.887786
0.887692
0.887623
0.887092
0.886435
0.886537
0.886727
0.886806
0.886717
0.886516
0.886418
0.886532
0.886412
0.886396
0.88643
0.886532
0.886966
0.887296
0.887826
0.887791
0.887854
0.887098
0.886046
0.886697
0.887201
0.887527
0.887032
0.887142
0.887437
0.887934
0.888819
0.888828
0.888957
0.889033
0.889034
0.889353

Epoch 2
X
176.865261
176.865827
176.864926
176.863757
176.863283
176.863741
176.864229
176.864725
176.865218
176.864511
176.863059
176.862261
176.865011
176.863527
176.864341
176.864471
176.865089
176.865227
176.865065
176.859727
176.859275
176.859665
176.858319
176.85883
176.859711
176.858822
176.858393
176.858843
176.858657
176.857406
176.856657
176.85773
176.8559
176.855335
176.85599
176.856051
176.854717
176.854335

Y
Z
748.804605 ‐427.50
748.802816 ‐427.40
748.803236 ‐427.30
748.802275 ‐427.20
748.802029 ‐427.10
748.803025 ‐427.00
748.80347 ‐426.90
748.803721 ‐426.80
748.802687 ‐426.70
748.802414 ‐426.60
748.801654 ‐426.50
748.801485 ‐426.40
748.801707 ‐426.30
748.803804 ‐426.20
748.803128 ‐426.10
748.802199 ‐426.00
748.800835 ‐425.90
748.801626 ‐425.80
748.799662 ‐425.70
748.800075 ‐423.50
748.801458 ‐423.40
748.800274 ‐423.30
748.799215 ‐423.20
748.800778 ‐423.10
748.8002 ‐423.00
748.800094 ‐422.90
748.800102 ‐422.80
748.799362 ‐422.70
748.801539 ‐422.60
748.80171 ‐422.50
748.802519 ‐422.40
748.803152 ‐422.30
748.801547 ‐422.20
748.800655 ‐422.10
748.801325 ‐422.00
748.800356 ‐421.90
748.799755 ‐421.80
748.802028 ‐421.70

Radius
0.889231
0.887524
0.887765
0.888052
0.888301
0.888105
0.888249
0.88851
0.88872
0.889157
0.888953
0.888341
0.888872
0.888957
0.889035
0.88871
0.889027
0.888388
0.888321
0.887955
0.888111
0.887799
0.88773
0.887858
0.887637
0.887585
0.887229
0.887532
0.887105
0.886601
0.886153
0.886363
0.886414
0.886194
0.886314
0.886282
0.88666
0.88744
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176.864301
176.863865
176.863497
176.86332
Mean
176.8606
Std. dev.
0.0035

748.802288
748.801353
748.802221
748.803599

‐425.80
‐425.90
‐426.00
‐426.10

0.889217 176.851587 748.804417
0.889313 176.852932 748.806578
0.888855 176.85276 748.805394
0.888886 176.852974 748.807729

‐421.60 0.88749
‐421.50 0.88718
‐421.40 0.887152
‐421.30 0.886197

748.8025

0.8875

176.8602

748.8021

0.8877

0.0019

0.0010

0.0043

0.0019

0.0009
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Appendix 2: Results of Circularity test on ONK-EH8
Epoch 1
X
Y
Z
Radius
184.48110 742.35559 ‐421.10 0.88829
184.47961 742.35099 ‐421.20 0.88730
184.47947 742.35059 ‐421.30 0.88711
184.48139 742.35498 ‐421.40 0.88973
184.48110 742.35128 ‐421.50 0.88614
184.47899 742.35345 ‐421.60 0.88655
184.48100 742.35137 ‐421.70 0.88592
184.48290 742.35096 ‐421.80 0.88594
184.48083 742.35155 ‐421.90 0.88594
184.48339 742.35119 ‐422.00 0.88710
184.48346 742.35020 ‐422.10 0.88682
184.47634 742.35092 ‐422.20 0.88452
184.47488 742.35139 ‐422.30 0.88450
184.47458 742.35186 ‐422.40 0.88491
184.47497 742.35128 ‐422.50 0.88500
184.47637 742.34951 ‐422.60 0.88519
184.47717 742.34857 ‐422.70 0.88514
184.47829 742.34869 ‐422.80 0.88517
184.47838 742.34889 ‐422.90 0.88535
184.47747 742.34811 ‐423.00 0.88547
184.47657 742.34810 ‐423.10 0.88537
184.47769 742.34885 ‐423.20 0.88589
184.47788 742.34835 ‐423.30 0.88571
184.47733 742.34729 ‐423.40 0.88555
184.47687 742.34603 ‐423.50 0.88529
184.47710 742.34636 ‐423.60 0.88504
184.47767 742.34611 ‐423.70 0.88508
184.47768 742.34606 ‐423.80 0.88541
184.47706 742.34582 ‐423.90 0.88517
184.47755 742.34491 ‐424.00 0.88535
184.47575 742.34564 ‐424.10 0.88533
184.47535 742.34646 ‐424.20 0.88553
184.47597 742.34671 ‐424.30 0.88553
184.47761 742.34490 ‐424.40 0.88547
184.47827 742.34400 ‐424.50 0.88535
184.47846 742.34315 ‐424.60 0.88533
184.47899 742.34241 ‐424.70 0.88583
184.47925 742.34185 ‐424.80 0.88578
184.47912 742.34173 ‐424.90 0.88539

Epoch 2
X
Y
Z
184.48110 742.35559 ‐421.10
184.47961 742.35099 ‐421.20
184.47947 742.35059 ‐421.30
184.48139 742.35498 ‐421.40
184.48110 742.35128 ‐421.50
184.47899 742.35345 ‐421.60
184.48100 742.35137 ‐421.70
184.48290 742.35096 ‐421.80
184.48083 742.35155 ‐421.90
184.48339 742.35119 ‐422.00
184.48346 742.35020 ‐422.10
184.47634 742.35092 ‐422.20
184.47488 742.35139 ‐422.30
184.47458 742.35186 ‐422.40
184.47497 742.35128 ‐422.50
184.47637 742.34951 ‐422.60
184.47717 742.34857 ‐422.70
184.47829 742.34869 ‐422.80
184.47838 742.34889 ‐422.90
184.47747 742.34811 ‐423.00
184.47657 742.34810 ‐423.10
184.47769 742.34885 ‐423.20
184.47788 742.34835 ‐423.30
184.47733 742.34729 ‐423.40
184.47687 742.34603 ‐423.50
184.47710 742.34636 ‐423.60
184.47767 742.34611 ‐423.70
184.47768 742.34606 ‐423.80
184.47706 742.34582 ‐423.90
184.47755 742.34491 ‐424.00
184.47575 742.34564 ‐424.10
184.47535 742.34646 ‐424.20
184.47597 742.34671 ‐424.30
184.47761 742.34490 ‐424.40
184.47827 742.34400 ‐424.50
184.47846 742.34315 ‐424.60
184.47899 742.34241 ‐424.70
184.47925 742.34185 ‐424.80
184.47912 742.34173 ‐424.90

Radius
0.88829
0.88730
0.88711
0.88973
0.88614
0.88655
0.88592
0.88594
0.88594
0.88710
0.88682
0.88452
0.88450
0.88491
0.88500
0.88519
0.88514
0.88517
0.88535
0.88547
0.88537
0.88589
0.88571
0.88555
0.88529
0.88504
0.88508
0.88541
0.88517
0.88535
0.88533
0.88553
0.88553
0.88547
0.88535
0.88533
0.88583
0.88578
0.88539
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184.47927
184.47894
184.47878
184.47903
184.47889
184.47884
184.47902
184.47957
184.48021
184.47888
184.47841
184.47847
184.47791
184.47805
184.47809
184.47794
184.47789

Mean
184.47858
Std. dev.
0.00082

742.34092
742.34125
742.34089
742.34062
742.34063
742.33969
742.33955
742.33892
742.33833
742.33837
742.33826
742.33754
742.33791
742.33764
742.33710
742.33731
742.33761

742.34030
0.0026

‐425.00
‐425.10
‐425.20
‐425.30
‐425.40
‐425.50
‐425.60
‐425.70
‐425.80
‐425.90
‐426.00
‐426.10
‐426.20
‐426.30
‐426.40
‐426.50
‐426.60

0.88525
0.88520
0.88500
0.88477
0.88473
0.88468
0.88516
0.88504
0.88517
0.88532
0.88538
0.88544
0.88571
0.88545
0.88567
0.88559
0.88564

184.47927
184.47894
184.47878
184.47903
184.47889
184.47884
184.47902
184.47957
184.48021
184.47888
184.47841
184.47847
184.47791
184.47805
184.47809
184.47794
184.47789
184.47604
184.47637
184.47610
184.47679
184.47635
184.47600
184.47519
184.47658
184.47681
184.47670
184.47627
184.47520
184.47540
184.47452
184.47410
184.47446
184.47473
184.47375

742.34092
742.34125
742.34089
742.34062
742.34063
742.33969
742.33955
742.33892
742.33833
742.33837
742.33826
742.33754
742.33791
742.33764
742.33710
742.33731
742.33761
742.33710
742.33629
742.33584
742.33518
742.33584
742.33613
742.33493
742.33360
742.33402
742.33348
742.33297
742.33250
742.33270
742.33255
742.33180
742.33156
742.33175
742.33114

0.8853 184.47731

742.33754

0.8854

0.0039

0.0003

0.0003

0.0017

‐425.00
‐425.10
‐425.20
‐425.30
‐425.40
‐425.50
‐425.60
‐425.70
‐425.80
‐425.90
‐426.00
‐426.10
‐426.20
‐426.30
‐426.40
‐426.50
‐426.60
‐426.90
‐427.00
‐427.10
‐427.20
‐427.30
‐427.40
‐427.50
‐427.60
‐427.70
‐427.80
‐427.90
‐428.00
‐428.10
‐428.20
‐428.30
‐428.40
‐428.50
‐428.60

0.88525
0.88520
0.88500
0.88477
0.88473
0.88468
0.88516
0.88504
0.88517
0.88532
0.88538
0.88544
0.88571
0.88545
0.88567
0.88559
0.88564
0.88532
0.88551
0.88525
0.88511
0.88546
0.88546
0.88555
0.88626
0.88557
0.88532
0.88518
0.88556
0.88574
0.88578
0.88574
0.88582
0.88595
0.88590

